of macro pores in 0-40 cm but significantly reduced the average pore area, roundness and diameter after freeze and thaw cycles. While the average area and diameter decreased significantly in the 40-80 cm depth, this might result in poor infiltration and water movement to the subsoil. Pore area of 1-2 mm and > 5 mm decreased 9. 58% and 42. 19% ( P < 0郾 05) , respectively. Structure of soils from 120-160 cm underwent by artificial freeze鄄thaw cycles showed similar results as field scale did, were not affected significantly by alternate artificial freeze and thaw cycles. The number of pores with diameter between 1 and 2 mm was predominant the pore size distribution through three soil depths. At the scale of SEM, the roughness of the soil surface and alveolate cells were significantly increased; we also observed micro鄄aggregate displacement and rearrangement, and disruption of the pore walls. Integrating electron spectroscopy results of 40-80 cm depths, carbon and calcium did not change after 6 freezing and thawing cycles, but oxygen group elements decreased. Magnesium, silicon, aluminum, potassium and iron elements increased to different degrees, and the total increment equaled to the decrease quantity of oxygen group element. The packing arrangement of oxygen group elements and metallic oxide are the key factors to determine the type and surface chemistry of soil clay minerals, so the amount of change in oxygen group and other elements gives indirect evidence that freeze and thaw cycles can affect soil microstructure. But to determine whether or not freeze and thaw cycles would change the crystal lattice structure of clay minerals, further research will be needed and must be approached from the view of soil chemistry and minerology. 风干团聚体( g) [24] 。 所采土样质地为粘壤土,pH 为 6.2,3 个土层有机质和粘粒含量至上而下依次为 6.
5%、4.6%、2.4%和 33.1%、39.1%、36.5%。 
